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Abstract 
Some good cohomological properties of the dual Specht modules for the symmetric group 2:, 
are established. These results are used to compute second degree cohomology of some Z,- 
modules over fields of positive characteristic, 
O. Introduction 
Let S, be the symmetric group on n letters. In this paper we study the cohomology 
of S, with coefficients in some modules over fields of positive characteristic. 
For facts about representations of symmetric groups we refer to James [6]. Irredu- 
cible representations of S, over a field of zero characteristic are parametrized by 
partitions of n (equivalently, by Young diagrams). The irreducible module corres- 
ponding to a partition )L is denoted by S ~ and is called the Specht module. In fact, the 
Specht module can be defined over an arbitrary field. However over a field of positive 
characteristic, S ~ is not irreducible in general but in a reduction modulo p of the 
corresponding Specht module in characteristic 0.
Throughout K will denote a field of characteristic p > 2 (cf. the remark at the end of 
the Introduction). 
Irreducible KZ,-modules are parametrized by p-regular partitions of n. If 2 is 
p-regular then S ~ has a unique maximal submodule J~, and we denote by D ~ the 
unique irreducible quotient S~/J ~. As 2 runs through the set of p-regular partitions of 
n the modules D ~ form a complete set of inequivalent absolutely irreducible KS,-  
modules. 
For general facts about group cohomology the reader is referred to Brown [1]. 
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The main result of this paper is a computation ofthe groups Hi(S, ,(S:)  *) for i = 1, 2 
and p odd. 
Theorem 2.4. H1(2~,,(S;~) *) = 0 except the cases 2 = (13), (n - 3, 13) in characteristic 
three. In the exceptional cases the dimension of H 1 is equal to one. 
For p > 3 this theorem is already known from Kleshchev and Martin [9]. 
Theorem 4.1. H2(Sn ,  ($2) *) = 0, except for the followin9 cases in characteristic' three: 
2=(13), (2,1), (22), (16), (n-3,13),  (n-3,2,1) ,  (n-6,16),  in which cases 
dim H2(Z,,  (S:~) *) = 1. 
These results allow one to reduce the study ofHi(X,, ,D ;~) to that ofH i l(Sn,(J:-)*), 
thus lowering the degree (i = 1,2). Using this method we obtain some results on 
second degree cohomology of S, with coefficients in certain irreducible modules. 
Proposition 5.4. Suppose that m < p. Then H2(~'n, D In-re'm)) = 0, except the cases: 
(1) p=3,  n= 3, m= 1 and 
(2) p=3,  n=4,  m=2,  
where dim HZ(S , ,D  t"-m'")) = 1. 
Proposition 5.5. d imH2(S , ,D  ~" P'P)) = 0 / fn  = - 1 (modp) and 
dimH2(Z,, D (n-p'p)) ~- 1, 
otherwise. 
We also compute H 2 for irreducible modules associated to hook diagrams, see 
Proposition 5.3 below. Further results along these lines may be found in the body of 
the paper. 
Unexpectedly good cohomological properties of dual Specht modules may not 
seem surprising if one takes into account he similarities between the representation 
theories of symmetric groups and algebraic groups. In the latter theory Weyl modules 
play a r61e similar to that played by Specht modules in the representation theory 
of symmetric groups. However, it is well-known that dual Weyl modules are acyclic, 
cf. [-8]. 
Remark. A number of circumstances conspire to make the case p = 2 exceptional. 
For example both H 1 (L',, D:2) and HZ(ff, n, [F2) are non-zero, giving a counterexample to 
the main results; further, in characteristic 2 a dual Specht module is again a Specht 
module. 
As for generalizations of the main results to higher degree cohomologies, we prove 
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Proposition 6.1. F ix  a prime p and a positive integer i. The fol lowing two conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) Hl(2;,,,(S~) *) = H2(2;,,(S") *) . . . . .  Hi(2;n,(S'-) * ) = 0 f i ,  r any ]'. and n. 
(ii) H 1 (A,, Uzp) = HZ(A,, ~p) . . . . .  Hi(A , ,  F-p) = 0 Jor an), n (here A,, is the alter- 
hating group). 
Thus the question reduces to an investigation of higher cohomologies of A,, with 
trivial coefficients. 
1. Preliminaries 
Recall that K is a field of characteristic p >2. We need to state some basic facts 
about representations of 2;, from James [6, 7]. 
Let ). = (21,22 . . . . .  )~k) be a (proper) partition of n, i.e. ).1 >- ).2 >- "" >- 2k >0 and 
~2i  = n. We often gather together equal parts and write ). = t;/', .. ' ..... ,~1, .  ,z,,,), where 
).~ > .-. > ).,, >0,  ai >0  and 5~a¢2~ = n. We denote by ).' the partition conjugate to 2. 
i.e. the diagram of 2' is transposed to that of 2. We write <~ for the standard partial 
('dominance') order on partitions. 
Let 2;~ = 2;~, x ... x 2;;., be the standard Young subgroup of 2;,,. Let M ~ be the 
permutation module M~= (I~,)T-"". It is known that M ~ has a basis consisting of 
).-tabloids (the 2-tableaux with 'unordered row entries', for example as in James 
[6,3.13]). 
The Specht module S ~ may be defined explicitly as a submodule of M ~. We shall 
often write 1 for the trivial module, S I"), and sgn for the sign representation. S ~ 1,.~ of-Y,,. 
If). is p-regular (so there does not exist an i such that ).~ = )~+ ~ . . . . .  ).i+r ~) then 
S' has a unique irreducible quotient, called D ~ in the Introduction. 
The following two facts will often be used without explicit reference. 
The modules D ~ are self-dual. 
On the other hand, from [6, 8.15], we know that 
(S~} * ~ S ~' ® sgn. 
If2 is p-regular D ~ occurs once as a composition factor ofS ~ and all other factors are 
isomorphic to some D ~' for It D 2; if 2 is not p-regular then for any composition factor 
D ~' of S i~ we have ll D 2. 
If an X,,-module has a filtration 
(.-T) 0= M0 c_M~ ~_ ... ~MN=M 
with factors Fi = Mi /Mi -1 ,  we write M ~F11F2I " ' "  F v. 
In particular, a filtration (.~-) is called a Specht filtration if all factors Fi (1 < i < N) 
are isomorphic to Specht modules. 
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Theorem 1.1. Any M ~ has a Specht ,filtration with M1 -~ S; and for any i > 1 one has 
Fi ~ S ~' fi~r some ]2 ~> 2. 
~,1 ...,/~,.) with We now recall the Branching Theorem of [6,9.3]. Given :~ = (z~, """ 
21 > ..- > 2m, denote by 2(i) the partit ion 
^a 1 -a i+ l  A ~ . . .  ~ai-i ~a i 1 ,Ai- l ,Zi  ,A i -  1,/~i+ 1 . . . .  ,J~am') 
of n -  1. 
Theorem 1.2. For the restriction (S :~)~,z. , one has 
(S)~)~, ~ ~ S:(")lS:( m- 1) I ... I S;(1). 
Let )~ and ]2 he partit ions of m and n, respectively. If the characteristic is zero, the 
decomposit ion of the induced module IndZ~'i+"z,(S:® S") can be deduced from the 
'L i t t lewood-Richardson Rule'. In the case of positive characteristic this module has 
a Specht filtration with the same factors. Actually we will need only one special case of 
this (see [6, 17.14]). 
Theorem 1.3. Let 2 be a partition of n. Then 
Ind~i~"z,(S ;~® 1~ m) ~ S"'I ... IS"'; 
here vl . . . . .  vr comprise the diagrams v such that v ~ 2 and all nodes fi'om v\2 belong to 
distinct columns. Moreover, if vl <~ vj then i <j. 
As a particular case we describe the Specht filtration for 
L' 
Indz~_~×z. f l , _ j®sgnf l=I , ,~ ( j=  1 . . . .  ,n -  1), 
where we write 1,_~ for S ("-J) and sgnj for S ~1'). In this case there are precisely two 
diagrams Iv], I[v]l = n containing [1 j] and such that all nodes from Iv] \ [1  ~] belong 
to distinct columns, namely (n - j  + 1, 1 j - l )  and (n - j ,  1~). F rom Theorem 1.3, we 
have: 
Corollary 1.4. I , . j  ~ S (" J'lJ)lS(" J÷l' l J  ') for 1 <_j <_ n - 1. 
If ), ]2 are two partit ions of n and [2] is the diagram of 2 then the 2-tableau of type 
]2 is the assignment of ]21 ls, ]22 2S,  etc. in the nodes of [2]. A ) : tableau of type :L is 
called semistandard if the entries in each row are weakly increasing from left to right 
and the entries in each column are strictly increasing from top to bottom. 
Proposition 1.5. The dimension of the space Homz,(S:, M/') is equal to the number of 
semistandard 2-tableaux of type ]2. 
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Now recall that a rim p-hook associated to a diagram [2] is a connected part of its 
edge consisting of p nodes and such that removing it from [2] produces the diagram 
of (another) partition. The p-core, ~, of 2 is that partition whose diagram is obtained 
by removing as many rim p-hooks as possible. We use repeatedly the 'Nakayama 
Conjecture' in the following form, 
Theorem 1.6. S ~ and S ~' lie in the same p-block of S,  if and only if 2 = ft. 
By considering central idempotents it is easy to see that H~(Z,, M) = 0 (i >0) for 
any indecomposable Z,-module M not in the principal p-block. Combining this with 
Theorem 1.6 gives. 
Corollary 1.7. l f  f~ ~ 0 and ~ is not a row then Hi(X,,(S;) *) = O. 
Finally we need to introduce one more set of S,-modules which are indexed by 
partitions of n. There exists an indecomposable direct summand Y; of M ;~ containing 
S ~, this is called the Young module. There are many references for Young modules, for 
example [7-1, [3]. It is known that Y; -~ Y~' if and only if 2 = p and that 
Lemma 1.8. Y; is projective if 2' is p-regular. 
Proposition 1.9. M; is isomorphic to a direct sum of Y; and other Young modules Y~' 
with It ~ )~. 
Theorem 1.10. Y; has a Specht filtration 
O= Yo~- YI ~- "'" ~- YN= Y; 
with Y1 ~-SJ~ and Y i /Y i  1 ~S~',#[> 2, fo r i> l .  
2. 1-cohomologies of dual Specht modules 
In this section we compute the groups H~(S,,(S~) * for p >2. The case p >3 was 
considered in [9]. Our approach allows us to simplify the proof of the version 
appearing there and we can also handle the case p = 3 completely. 
Of course the computation of 0-cohomologies (invariants) is trivial. 
Lemma 2.1. H°(X,,(S;~) *) -- ((S;)*) z" = K if 2 = (n) and H°(X,,(S;) *) = 0 otherwise. 
Proof. The case 2 = (n) is clear since then S ~ ~ K. Otherwise 
((S;.)*)~° ~_ Homzo,(K,(S~.) *) _~ Hom~. (S~,K) = Hom~o(S ~, M(")). 
The latter space is zero by James [6, 13.17]. [] 
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We collect together some results on low degree cohomologies of the trivial and sign 
modules for later use. 
Lemma 2.2. (i) H L (X,,, K) = 0. 
(ii) Hz(Z,,K) = 0 
(iii) Hl(Z,,sgn)=O, except in the cases (n,p)--(3,3), (4,3) in which cases 
d imHl (E , ,  sgn) = 1. 
(iv) H2(Z,, sgn) = 0, except in the cases (n, p) = (3, 3), (4, 3), (6, 3), (7, 3), in which cases 
dimH2(X,,  sgn) = 1. 
Proof. For any group G, HI(G,K) = Hom(G,K)  = Horn(GIG',K), where G' is the 
derived subgroup of G. Now £', = A, and p >2 so (i) follows. Similarly Hi(A,,, K) = 0 
if (n,p):# (3,3) or (4,3), while HI (A , ,K )~ K if (n,p)= (3,3) or (4,3). Note the de- 
composition (IA°)T z,, ~-- lz,, ® sgn. Using Shapiro's Lemma [1, III.6.2] we have a de- 
composition 
HI(Z,, 1_,.°)@ HX(S,,sgn) ~ HI(F--n,(1A,,)'~ z') ~-- Hi(A,,, 1a. ). 
Since H~(X,, lz,,) = 0 it follows that Hl(X, ,sgn) ~ H1(A,, 1A,,), giving (iii). 
Next we consider degree two homology. For (ii) see Huppert [5, 25.12]. 
Now H2(A,,K) = 0 except when (n,p)= (3,3), (4,3), (6,3), (7,3) in which cases it is 
1-dimensional. Actually for n _> 5 this comes from Gorenstein [4, 4.15], the cases 
n = 3,4 being straightforward. Now, as in the proof of (iii), one has 
He(xn, sgn) ~ HZ(A,,,K). [] 
The point now is to use the inclusion (S;)*c--* M;'® sgn. For we compute co- 
homologies of the latter module in the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. f fp  >3 then HI(Z,, M; ® sgn) = H2(X,,, M: ® sgn) = 0. 
/ f  p=3 then H l (X , ,M;®sgn)=O except when 2=(3 ,1"  3), (4,1,-4) and 
HZ(r,n, M;" @ sgn) = 0 except when 2 = (3, 1" 3), (4, 1"-4), (6, 1"-6), (7, 1"- 7), (32, ln-6), 
(4, 3, 1"-'),  (42, 1"-8). In the exceptional cases the dimensions of H i are all equal to one. 
Proof.  By [2, 38.5] one has 
M; ® sgn ~ (lz-)T s,, ® sgn ~ (1 .  ® sgnz,)T z,, ~ (sgnz~)T z,'. 
By Shapiro's Lemma Hi(X,,M;®sgn)~-Hi(X;,sgnz,). If 2 = (1") then Z; = 1 and 
Hi(Z;, sgnz:) = 0. If)~ = (n) we can quote Lemma 2.2. Thus we may assume that k > 1 
and 21 > 1. 
From the definition of a Young subgroup and the fact that sgnz, ~ sgn;, ® .-. ® sgn;~ 
we have, by the Ktinneth formula, 
ia H'(_Y';,, sgnz.  ) = ZHi2(X;,, sgn; l )® -., ® H (-Y'&, sgn:k ), 
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where the sum runs over all tuples (il . . . . .  ik) E 2k+ such that i 1 + " .  £- ik  : i. In 
particular, 
k 
H ~ (X;, sgnz~) = ~ H ° (Z;,, sgn;~, ) ® -.. ® HI(Z~, sgn~,) ® ... ® H °(Z~, sgn;~). 
j -  1 
Observe that the summands of the right-hand side corresponding to j > 1 vanish 
since H°(£; , ,  sgn;.,) = 0. If 22 > 1 then H°(E;~, sgn~.~) = 0 and all summands vanish. 
With it2 = 1, it = (it, 1 "-;~) and the sum equals HI(x; .  sgnx~). Now apply Lemma 2.2. 
The proof  for H 2 is analogous. []  
We are now in a position to formulate the main result of this section. 
Theorem 2.4. Hi(22,,(S') *) = 0 except the cases 2 = (13), (rt - 3, 13) in characteristic 
three. In the exceptional cases the dimension of H ~ is equal to one. 
Proof. Write Q: = M:]S ~'. Tensor the short exact sequence 
0 ~S ~' -~M;: ~Q~' --oO 
with the sign module to obtain 
0 -* S ~' ® sgn ~ M;  ® sgn ~ Q~' ® sgn --, 0. (1) 
By the long exact sequence in cohomology and [6, 8.15] we have 
H°(X~, Q~: ® sgn) ~ HI(Zn,(S~') *  ~ Hl(X,, M;" ® sgn) ~ Hl(,X~, Q': ® sgn). 
(2) 
Since Q;" has a Specht filtration with factors S t'' where/~' D 2' (cf. 1.1), Q;"® sgn has 
a filtration with factors S"' ® sgn ~ (S")* for /~ <] 2. Now Lemma 2.1 implies that 
H°(Zn, Q ~: ®sgn)= 0, hence HI  (Z,, (S~-) *) embeds into HI(Z,,M;"® sgn). Then 
Lemma 2.3 yields that HI(Z,,(S;) *) = 0, except when p = 3 and 2 '= (3, 1 " -3 )  o r  
(4, 1"-4), i,e. 2 = (n - 2, 12) (n _> 3) or it = (n - 3, 1 3) (n > 4). 
We now consider the two exceptions eparately. 
Case: p = 3, 2 = (n -  3, 13). Now Q;"® sgn has a filtration with factors (S") *, 
p<](n -  3, 13). It follows from the above that for any such factor, HI(X,,(S~')* t 
= 0 because p <] (n -  3, 13) implies that p is different from both (n -  2, 12) and 
(n -3 ,13) .  Hence H l (X , ,Q : "®sgn)=0.  F rom the exactness of (2) we have 
H1(2,,(S~) * _~ HI(£,,M~:® sgn) and an application of Lemma 2.3 completes the 
proof for the case it = (n - 3, 13). 
Case: p = 3, 2 -- (n - 2, 12). If n = 3 apply Lemma 2.2 (iii). Assume that n >_ 4. If 
3 does not divide n then the 3-core of 2 is not a row, so Corol lary 1.7 implies that 
H 1 (X,, (S ~)*) = 0. Suppose finally that 31 n (n > 6). By [9, Section 2] (or from the proof  
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of Theorem 3.2) we have, for any Xn-module V, an exact sequence: 
Homz.  (S t"- 1, i), V) --) H I (Xn, V) -+ H I ts .  - i, V +z. i)" (3) 
Taking V = (S tn-2'I~))* one obtains Homz.(S( . - I , I ) , (S( . -2,1,)) . )  = 0 since 
(St.- 2, ~,)). has simple socle isomorphic to D ("- 2, i:), which is not a composit ion factor 
of S t"- a, i). By the Branching Theorem of 1.2, 
(stn- 2,1z))* +X _ 1 ~., (S(. -2,1)) .[(S(.  3,1')) . .  
But 3 cannot divide n - 1 so 
HI (z~,n_ l , (S ( . -3 , i~) ) . )  = HI tS .  1,(sin 2,1) ) * )  = 0, 
whence HI(S ,_ I , (St" -2 ' I ' ) ) * ,~z , )  = 0. F rom the exactness of (3), 
HI(.~n,(S(n- 2'I')) *) = O. [] 
3. The inductive step 
The main result of this section is Theorem 3.2 which allows one to compute 
H2(Z,, V) under the assumption that HZ(~n_  i, V~z l )  = Ha(~'n_2 ,  V~Zz)  = 0. Tak-  
ing V to be irreducible gives Proposit ion 5.7. 
We define a certain submodule T in M ~"- 2.1~) as follows: M t"- z, ~) can be thought 
of as the space spanned by ordered pairs, which for typographical convenience we 
shall denote by/ i / j / ( i  #j)  (and with X,-action (/i/j/)n =/ in / jn /as  in James [6, p. 7]). 
Define T as the kernel of the homomorph ism 
(p ; Mtn -2 ,  12) ._=) M(n-a,1) 
~i/j~ w-~ ~ - f 
It is clear that Im <p = S t"- 1,1) 
Lemma 3.1 T ~ M t" 2'2)~)s(n-2'12) 
Proof. Define an involution a ~ Ends . (M ("-2' 1,)) by at~i/j~)=/j/i/. Let M+ be the 
space generated by elements of the form ~i/j~ +_/j/i/, (i t j), respectively. Clearly 
M(, - 2,12) = M+ ® M_ is a decomposit ion into the eigenspaces of a. Since M+ _~ T, 
T = M+ @ (M_ c~T). In fact M+ = M (" 2,2), so it remains to prove that the second 
summand is isomorphic to S ("- 2,1,). 
Firstly, ~pS (" 2,12) = 0 since Homz. (S  ("- 2, lZ) M(, -  1.1)) = 0 by Proposit ion 1.5, and 
so S("-2'1~)_ ~ T. To show that S("-2'I2) c_M_,  notice that (1 +a) J s  ....... is 
a homomorph ism from S t" 2'12) to M (n-2'2). However, Homz. (S  t"-2'l~), M t"-2'2)) 
= 0 hence a = - 1 on S t"-z'I2), i.e. S ("-2'12) ~ M_.  Thus S ~"-2"1~) ~ M_c~T.  
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TO complete the proof 
dim(M _ c~ T ) = dim T - dim M + 
= dim M~n-2, i2) _ dim S~,- x.a) _ dim M(,-2.2) 
(n - 1)(n - 2) 
2 
which equals dim S ~"- 2.12) by the 'Hook Formula'  [6, Section 20]. []  
Theorem 3.2. Let V be an Z,-module and 
H'(Zn-2,  Vtz° 2) = I t2 (Z° - l 'V& ,) = O. 
Then 
dim H 2 (Zn, V ) = dim Horn zn(S'n- 2, 12), V) + dim Horn z°(M ~"- 2, 2~ V ) 
+ dim HI(Zn, V) - d imHl(Zn_ i, V~,zo ,) - dim V z" 
+dimVZ°  , _d imVZ 2. 
Proof. Recall the definition of T. The short exact sequences 
0 ~S ("- l ' ' )  ~M ~"-1'1) ~K ~0,  
0 --* T ---~M ("-2'1~) --+S In - i ' i )  ---*0 
induce long exact sequences 
0 ~ Horn z,,(K, V) ~ Horn z.(M ~"- 1,1), V) ~ Horn z,(S ~" 1.11, V) 
Ext~,(K, V) ~ Ext l  (M ~"-1'1), V) ~ Exti,(S (" 1.1), V) 
ExtZ°(K, V) ~ Ext~°(M ("- 1'1~, V) ~ (4) 
and 
0 -+ Homz.(S ~"-1'1), V) ---* Homzn(M I" 2,12), V) --4 Homz.(T.  V) 
Ext lz,,(s(n - 1, 1~, V) ~ ExtI,-.(M I"- 2,12), V) ~ (5) 
By Shapiro's Lemma, the definition of the permutation modules and the fact that 
for i >_ 0 Ext/z.(K, - )  ~ Hi(Xn, - ) ,  these sequences may be written as 
0--+ V z" -+ V z° , -* Hom z.(S~n- I' I), V ) --+ HI (z~n, V } -* 
Hx(z ,  - 1, V +z. ,) ~ Ext~,(S *" 1, 1) V) - " *  n2(z~n, V) ~ O, 
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and 
0 --* Homs°(S I"-1' 1), V) --+ V x,, ~ --+ Hom,z°(T,  V)  ~ Extlz,(S l"- 1~, V) --+ 0. 
(For example, Ext2 (M '" 1.,), V) = Ext,,, I(K, V,~z.° ,) = H2(X,_  1, V+z,, ,) = 0.)Tak- 
ing dimensions we have that 
dim V z', - dim V-',, 1 + dim Hom,,°(S ~" 1.1~, V) - d imHl(Z, ,  V) 
+ dim HI(x , -1 ,  V~z,, ,) - dim Ext[,,(S ~"- 1'), V) + dim H2(X,, V) = 0 
and 
dim Hom,,,,(S (, 1,1), V) - dim V=, -' + dim Hom.-,,(T, V) 
- d imExt [ . (S  I '-1"~, V) = O. 
Substituting the expression for dim Hom,,,(S (" 1,~), V) from the second equation 
into the first, and recalling Lemma 3.l gives the result. [~ 
Corollary 3.3. Let H2(27,_,,(S~)*],:,, ) = HI(Zn 2,(S;)*,~s° 2) = 0. Then 
d imH2(X , , (S ' )  *) = dimH~(X,, ,(S;3 *) - dimHl(27, 1,(S;)*$s,, ,) 
+ dim Hom,,,(S;; (S I" 2,1~)).) _ dim Homz,(S ~, M f"l) 
+ dim Homz,(S;; M (" - 1.1)) + dim Hom,=,,(S ~, M ~" - 2, 2)) 
- dim Homz,,(S ~, M I"- 2 1:)), (6) 
Proof. Set V = (S;~) * in Theorem 3.2. By self-duality of the M ~', Homs,,(M",(S;~) *) 
Homz-,,(S;; M") for any partition v. Also 
((S>~)*)z " .... ~ Hom~,,(Mt"-2':"I,(S;) *) ~ Homz,,(S; ' ,M °' 2,:~1). 
A similar argument for the 27,_ 1 and 27,-invariants of (S;)* is then applied. [] 
4. 2-cohomology of dual Specht modules 
This section deals with the computation of H2(•n,(S;) *) for p >2. 
Theorem 4.1. H2(-Fn,(S;)*) = 0, except for the following cases in characteristic three: 
2=(13),  (2,1), (22), (16), (n -3 ,13) ,  (n -3 ,2 ,1 ) ,  (n -6 ,16) ,  in which cases 
dim H2(£, ,  (S;~) *) = 1. 
The proof proceeds via an extended series of lemmas. 
Lemma 4.2. l f  p >3 then H2(En,(S;~) *) = O. 
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Proof. F rom sequence (1) we have a long exact sequence 
Hi(S,,, Q~' ® sgn) --* H2(S,,  (S;)*) --* HZ(Zn, m;: ® sgn) ~ H2(S,,, Q~' ® sgn). 
(7) 
By Lemma 2.3, HZ(S,,,M;:®sgn)=O for p>3.  Furthermore, we know that 
Q" ® sgn has a filtration with factors of the form (S~') *, hence Theorem 2.4 implies 
that H 1 (S,, Q"' ® sgn) = 0. An appeal to the exactness of sequence (7) completes the 
proof. [2] 
For the rest of this section we will assume that p = 3. 
Lemma 4.3. H2(£n,(S>') * =0,  except perhaps for the following cases: ), =(n), 
(n - 1, 1),(n - 2,2),(n - 3,3),(n - 3,2, 1),(n - 2, 12),(n - 3, 13),(n - 5, 15),(n - 6, 16). 
(n - 4, 22), (n - 5 ,2 2, 1), (n - 6,23). 
Proof. From the exactness of (7) we deduce that if H2(Xn,(SI) *) =/: 0 then either 
H2(-~,,, M~"@ sgn) ¢ 0 or H~(S,, Q~'® sgn) :~ 0. The former is possible only in the 
case where 2' is one of the partitions listed in Lemma 2.3, and this leads to 
5. e [(n - 2, 12),(n - 3, 13),(n - 5,15),(n - 6,16),(n - 4,22),(n - 5,22 ,1),(n - 6,23)I. 
Again, Q~' @ sgn has a dual Specht filtration with factors of the form (St') * for/~ <~ 2. 
Therefore by Theorem 2.4, if ,i [~(n - 3,13) and 2~(13)  for n=3 then 
H ~( r ,  Q~'@ sgn) = 0, yielding the first six exceptions. [] 
Now consider the exceptional cases in Lemma 4.3, the first being trivial by virtue of 
Lemma 2.2(ii). 
Lemma 4.4. H2(~'n,(S (n- 1.1)),) = 0, except when 2 = (2, 1). 
Proof. For n > 5 this has been proved in [10, Theorem l] (including the case p = 2. 
which is less trivial). For the sake of completeness and convenience, we give a full 
proof. 
Take n = 3. Clearly (S ~2" 1~). ~ sgnlK. There is an exact sequence 
H i (~x'3, K)  ---+ H2(~'3,  sgn) --* H2(~3,  (S (2' 11),) ~ H2(~,3, K) ,  
the first and last parts being zero by Lemma 2.2. Another appeal to Lemma 2.2 
completes the proof in this case. 
If 34Vn then S In-l't~ is not in the principal block, so by Corollary 1.7, 
H2(S,,,(SI, 1. 1))*) = 0. 
Finally, take 3in, n>6. By Theorem 1.2, (SI"-I'I~)*,Lz,, ' and (S ~" 1'1~)*$z,, ~ 
have filtrations with factors of the form (SIr~) * and (S ~r 1.1~). for r = n - 1,n - 2, 
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respectively. Since 3 does not divide n - 1 or n - 2, 
H2(~-'n - 1, ( S(n - 1, i ) ,  ~,L, , ) = H I  ('~n - 2, ( S(n - 1,1)). ~Lz,, 2) = 0. 
Thus we are in the situation of Corollary 3.3; then by Theorem 2.4 
Hl(Sn,(stn 1,1)),) = Hl (Sn_ l , (S (n - l ,1 ) ) , t z "  ,) = O. 
To prove that Homs,(S  I"- ~" 1),(S 1"-2' ~2)),) = 0 it suffices to note that the socle of 
(S1"-2'1:)) *, i.e. D ("-2'~1 is not a composit ion factor of S (" ~.~1. The last four 
terms on the right-hand side of expression (6) are equal to 0, 1, 1, 2 respectively, via 
Proposit ion 1.5. For example dim Homz.(S ("- ~' ~), m (n-z" 12)) = 2, as there are exactly 
two semistandard (n - 1, 1)-tableaux of type (n - 2, 12). []  
Lemma 4.5. H2(Sn, (S  (n 2.2))*) = 0, except when ,~ = (22). 
Proof. Let 2 = (22). Now S~ has a normal subgroup N isomorphic to the Klein Four 
group which acts trivially on S (22), and the corresponding representation of the 
quotient Z4/N ~ Z3 is S (2' 1). Thus 
H2(_F4,(S(22)).) ~ H2(~,3,(S~2, 1)).) ~ K 
by Lemma 4.4. 
Let n >4. I fn  ~ 1 (rood3) then H2(S,,(S("-a'2)) * = 0 by Corollary 1.7. I fn  =- 1 
(mod 3) (n > 7) then 1.2 gives a filtration (S~"-2":))*$z, ~ (s(n -3 '2 ) ) :~[ (S  (n 2,1)),. By 
Lemma 4.4 H2(X,_l,(S~"-2'1)) *) = 0. Moreover, since n - 1 ~ 1 (rood 3), 
HZ(Sn_ 1,(s(n-3"21) *) = 0. 
Therefore, Hz(sn_  1, ( S(n 2,2)), .~z, 1 )= 0. Similarly we have  that  
H'(S°_2,IS~"-2,2,)*+,,, 3 = o. 
Now apply Corol lary 3.3. From Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 1.2 one has 
U' (Z , ,  (S ~"- 2.2)),) = I-I'(Z,_ ,, (S;O* J.~o ,) = O. 
Furthermore, as in Lemma 4.4, Homz,(S("-2'2),(S "-2' 1-')),) = 0. The last four mem- 
bers of expression (6) give -- 0 + 0 + 1 - 1 = 0 (by Proposit ion 1.5). []  
Lemma 4.6. H2(,,.~n,(s(n-3'3)) *  : O. 
Proof. Apply induction on n using Corol lary 3.3. Let n = 6. Then (S;~)* +~, ~ (SI3'21) *
so Lemma 4.5 implies that H2(Zs,(s(a'z)) * = 0. Moreover Hl(X4,(S~32))*$z~) = 0 by 
Theorems 1.2 and 2.4. Similarly as in Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, one can check that all the 
members of the right-hand side of (6) are zero. Hence H2(S,, (S(32)) *) = 0. 
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For  n > 6, that Hz(Z,n_ 1, ( S(n- 3, 3)). ~,~, 1) = 0 follows from the inductive hypothesis 
together with Lemma 4.5. The rest is as for n -- 6. [] 
Lemma 4.7. Hz(~,n,(S (n 2 '12)* )  = 0 ,for n > 4. 
Proof. If 3Xn  then the cohomologies of (S (" 2'12)) * vanish by Corol lary 1.7. If 
3In, then n > 6. By the block-theoretic argument used several times before (and 
since Hl (S , -2 ,1z  2) = 0), we have the assumptions of Corol lary 3.3. 
Hence dimH2(S,,(S("-2"12)) *) = 0 - 0 + 1 - 0 + 0 + 0 - 1 = 0. For  example, that 
dim Homs (S("- 2,12), (S(,- z, a21).) = 1 follows from the fact that D ("- 2, 1 z) occurs once 
as a factor of both S ~"- 2,12) and its dual (as the head of the former and the socle of the 
latter). [] 
Lemma 4.8. (iS dimHZ(S, , (S: )  *) = 1 for 2 = (n - 3, 13), (n - 6, 16). 
(ii) H2(X,,(S:) *) = 0 for 2 = (n - 5,15), 3Xn. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 2.2(iv) we may assume that n > 5. We set 
l i  = Ind~ ° ~z (1 , _ j® sgnj) 
• n ] i 
for 1 _< j < n - 1. According to Corol lary 1.4 
I j~S  (. J . l : ) [ s (n  j+1 .1  j ' ) .  
Clearly I s is self-dual (cf. [2, 43.9]). Thus, 
l j :~ (S  (n - J+ 1. i j i ) ) ,  i ( s (n_  j. l j ) ) , .  
We want to compute H2(Z,, Is).  
By Shapiro's Lemma, the Kiinneth theorem, and Lemma 2.2(iv), 
H2(Z,n, Is) ~ H2(~,n _j × Sj, 1,_j @ sgns) 
HZ(Sn_j, 1 n j) ® H°(z~j, sgns) ® H a (S,_j ,  ln_j) ® HI(Sj ,  sgns) 
® H°(X._ j ,  ln_j) @ Hz(xj ,  sgnj) 
{0 i otherwise.J = 3,4,6,7, 
Consider now the exact sequence 
H a (S,, (S ("-s" a,)).) ~ Hz(z , ,  (S(,-S+ 1,1, ~)).) __. H2(_V,, Is) 
--* HZ(rn, (S ~"-i' is))*). (8) 
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If j=4  one has, from Theorem 2.4, Lemma 4.3 and (8) that H2(Sn, 
(SI, 3, v'~).) ~ Hz(z, , I4)  _~ K. Similarly H2(S,,(S I" 6.1ol).) ~ K for n >7, while if 
n = 7 the last equality follows from Lemma 2.2(iv). This proves (i). Part (ii) follows 
from Corollary 1.7. 
Lemma 4.9. H2(Sn,(S(n-4"2e)) * = O. 
Proof. Let 2 = (n -4 ,22) .  We consider the embedding S;:~--~ Y;' (cf. 1.10). Let 
Q" = Y"/S ~'. Since S t® sgn ~ (S;)*, one has the exact sequence 
0 ~ (S;~) * --* Y;" ® sgn ---, Q;'  ® sgn -* O, 
which yields the exact cohomological sequence 
H 1 (r , ,  O;~'® sgn) ~ H2(rn, (S;)*) ~ H2(X,,, YX' ® sgn). 
From Theorem 1.10, Q" has a Specht filtration with factors of the form S", v ~> it. So 
Q;~'® sgn has a filtration with factors of the form (S")* with v <3 )-. So Theorem 2.4 
forces H I ( r , ,Q ; '  ® sgn) = 0. 
We have to distinguish two cases: n > 6 and n = 6. 
For n > 6, since (2')' = )~ is 3-regular, using Lemma 1.8, Y;" is projective, hence so 
too is y r® sgn. Thus H2(Z,, Y;" ® sgn) = 0. Hence H2(X,,(S;3 *) = 0 for n >6. 
Finally we consider n = 6. We will show that HZ(Xn, yr  @ sgn) = 0. We prove now 
that M;/= M ~32) has a trivial direct summand. Let I be the 1-dimensional sub- 
module of M ;' generated by {, where { is the sum of all distinct tabloids. Denote by {' 
the map from M 13'~ to K sending any tabloid to 1. Clearly, { ' (E)= (6)= 20 ~ 0 
(mod3) hence MI3:I ~ I ® Ker(('). Since Y ~3:~ and I are indecomposable direct 
summands of M (a~) one can write 
M ~3~) = Y ~3~ @ I @ X 
for some submodule X. From Lemma 2.3, H2(Zo,M~3"-)®sgn)~-K and 
HZ(Z6, l®sgn)  ~- K by Lemma 2.2(iv). Hence H2(~6, YI32)® sgn) = 0. [] 
Lemma 4.10. H2(ff, n,(S In 5'2e'1)) *) = O. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to Lemma 4.9. For n > 7 we use the 3-regularity of 
,). and for n = 7 one observes that 3 .~' (3~). [] 
Lemma 4.11. H2(ff, n,(S (n 6'2%) *) = O. 
Proof. The method is to reduce to the case n = 8. So suppose that n >8 and 
consider the module I ,  = Ind~ ×s,, ~(S (2~) ® 1,-s). By Theorem 1.3, and taking duals 
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we have filtrations: 
I ,  - (S("- 8' 2") I S("-7'23'1) I S ("-6'23) 
I* ~ (S(n-6'23))*l(s(n- 7'23'1))*l(s(n-8'2"))*. 
Set X = I*/S ("- 6, 2,). We show that the first and third members of the exact sequence 
HI(Z, ,X)  ~ Hz(z . , (8(" -6 ,2~))  * ~ H2(Z , , I  *) 
vanish. The first one is trivial using Theorem 2.4. Further we use Shapiro's lemma and 
the Kfinneth formula to derive isomorphisms 
H2(X,,I *) ~- HZ(X8 x S,_8,(S(2")) * ® 1,-8) 
H2(28,  (S(2")) *) @ H°(S , -8 ,  1,-8) 
@ HI(Ss,(S(V)) *) ® HI(S,-8,  1,-8) ® H°(S8,(S(2")) *) 
® H2(Z,-8, 1,-8) - H2($8,(S(2"))*). 
Let us compute the last cohomology group. We will prove first that M (7'1} is 
a direct summand of M (42) and then follow the procedure of Lemma 4.9. 
Consider the homomorph isms ~o: M (42~ ~ M (7' 1) and I ] / :M (7' 1) ~ M(42) defined by 
~o(abcd) = d + ~ + 6 + dand ~(d) = Zabcd, where the latter sum runs over all three- 
element subsets {b, c, d} c {1, 2 . . . .  ,8}\{a} (we have written an (n - m, m)-tabloid in 
the form il .--i,. for convenience). Now 
( -) q)0(i) = q~ ~ lijk = Z (i + 7 + j+/~)  
l<i<j<k l<i<j<k 
Hence ~o~ = - idM ...... Therefore, 
m (42) = Im ~b ® Ker q~ ~ M (7' 1) • Ker ~o. 
Since M (7' a) ___ S(7, a) • K we have a decomposit ion 
M (42) ~ Y(~2) ® S (7'1) ® X 
for some submodule X. Using Lemma 2.3 we have 
K ~- He(x8, M (4~1 ® sgn) ~ Hz(zs, Y (4~) ® sgn) 
HZ(_y'8, 8(7, 1) ® sgn) ® Hz(-Y'8, X @ sgn). 
Since H2($8, S (7' a) ® sgn) ~ K by Lemma 4.8(i), we obtain Hz(-Y8, Y (4~) ® sgn) = 0, 
whence Hz(-Y'8, (S(2")) *) = 0 (using a similar method to Lemma 4.9). We are done. [] 
Lemma 4.12. I f  3ln and n >6 then HZ(~n,(8("-s ' l~))  *  = O. 
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Proof. We will prove that M Iv' 1. v) is a direct summand of M (6" 1" "). Consider the 
homomorphisms cp- M ~7, v, ~) __, m(6, i" ~) and ~ : m (6' 1" ~) ___, M(7, i" ~) defined by 
q~' 
i 1 ... i 7 
i8 
2" 
T- 
In 
il ... 7j ... iv 
i8 7 
I--+ 
j= l  T- 
In 
E- 
li 
il . . . . . .  i6 in 
iv 
T 
i 1 . . .  i 6 
iv 
~n in-- 1 
One can now check that Oq~ = 7.idM( 7.1,-7) = idMiv, 1,-v). Hence M 17' v, ~) is a di- 
rect summand of M (6'1" "). Moreover ,  y(6.1,, ',) cannot be a direct summand of 
M~V, 1, ~) by virtue of Proposit ion 1.9. Hence we can write 
M(6, 1, ~) ~ y(6,1" *} @ M(7, 1" 7) @ X. 
The argument is completed as in Lemma 4.11. []  
For the last part we need the following intermediate step. 
Lemma 4.13. The module M (3'2' in ~) has a Specht .filtration 
0 = Mo ~- Mx ~- "" ~- Ms  = M (3'2' ~" ') 
satisfying the fol lowing conditions: 
(i) M1 ~ S(3'2'1"-~); 
(ii) There exists exact ly  one r with Mr /M~-1  ~ S 14" 1"-°1; 
(iii) For any i <r,  the subquotient M i /M i  1~- S" with 
# D (3, 2, 1"- 5); 
(iv) For any i > r one has M i /M i -  1 ~- S~' with la D (4, 1 "- 4). 
//1_>3, #2_>2, 
Proof. We use results and notation from [6, Section 17]. Begin with the filtration 
0 pS  (3'2) ' (3 '2 '1" ') ~ S (3'1)'(3'2"1" ') ~ S (3)'13'2'1" ') = M(3 '2 '1"  5). 
Using James [-6, 17.13] the quotients are 
S(3,1),(3,2.1. ~)/S(3.2),(3,2,1. 5) ~ S(4,1),(4,1..,.); 
S(3),(3,2,1. 5)/S(3,1) , (3,2,1.  ,) ~ 8(5).(5,1,, 5) ~ M(5 ,1 .  b. 
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By the same result of James we conclude that S (3'2)'(3'2'1"~) has a Specht filtration 
0 = Mo ~- Mx ~- ' "  - M,_~ = S(3'2)'(3'2'r~') such that M~ ~ S (3"2'v' ') and all other 
quotients have the form S" with gl > 3, ]/2 ~ 2, #[~> (3,2, 1"-5). 
Similarly S (4'~)'(4"1"-') has a Specht filtration 0 = No ~- N~ _c ... ~_ N~ = 
S(4, ~),(4, J ,) such that N~ ~- S (4' 1, .) and all other quotients have the form S t' with 
B[2>(4, ln-4). Finally, M (5,r~) has a Specht filtration with factors S t' such that 
/~ [> (5, 1"-5). The union of these three filtrations gives the filtration desired. []  
Lemma 4.14. H2(~n,(S("-3'2'l)) *  ~- K. 
Proof. The short exact sequence 
0 ---)" (s(n-  3'2' 1)) * -* M(3"2' 1"-~) @ sgn __. Q(3,2.1" ~) ® sgn --*0 
induces an exact sequence 
Hl(.~n, m (3'2' 1"-~) ® sgn) ~ HI(Z,, Q(3,z, 1,, 2) ® sgn) 
H2 (if'n, ( S(n- 3, 2, 1)).) ~ H 2 (~n, m(3" 2, 1" ~) ® sgn), 
the first and last members of which are trivial by Lemma 2.3. So 
I412 (if'n, ( S(n- 3, 2, 1))*) ~ H1 (--Y'n, Q(3, 2, r ~) ® sgn). We will prove that the last cohomo- 
logy group has dimension one 
From Lemma 4.13 we conclude that there is a filtration 
0=J1  ~J2~ "" - - - J r  ~ -- " " -~ JN=Q (3'2'1" ' )®sgn 
such that the following conditions hold: 
(i) Ji/Ji-1 ~- (S('-3'1')) * if and only if i = r; 
(ii) For i < r one has Ji/Ji- 1 ~- (SU) * with/~ <] (n - 3, 2, 1), ktl >- 2, ],/2 ~ 2, /13 ~ 1; 
(iii) For i >r  one has J J J i-1 -~ (St') * with ~t <](n - 3, 13). 
Begin by computing HI(S,,J ,).  By Theorem 2.4 and (ii), HI(S, , J ,_  1) = 0. More- 
over, it follows from the cases already considered in this section that H2(S,, Jr- t) = O. 
Considering the exact sequence 
Hl(Z. , J~-x)  --. HI(Zn,Jr) -+ HX(Z,.,J,/J~_l) -'~ H2(Zn,Jr_I) 
we deduce that H~(S, , J , )~H~(Z, , J , / J ,  ~)~ K by Theorem 2.4, since J~/J,_~ 
~_ (S  (. - 3, ~) ) , .  
Finally, we have an exact sequence 
S°(ff, n Jn/Jr) ~ Hi (~n, Jr) "* Hi (~n, JN) --* Hi (~nJu/J,) .
By property (iii) above and Lemma 2.1 we know that H°(X,, Ju/J~) = 0. By (iii) again 
and Theorem 2.4 we have HI(Z,,JN/J,) = 0 too. Hence 
HI(Zn,JN) _~ HI(z~n,J,) ~- K. [] 
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5. Some applications 
In this section we show how the results of Sections 2-4 can be applied to 
the computation of cohomologies of symmetric groups with coefficients in simple 
modules. 
Proposition 5.1. Assume that D ~' belongs to the head of S ~. 
(i) I f  HI(S,,(S;~) *) = 0 then H I (Z , ,D  ~) "~ H°(S,,(S;~)*/D"). In particular, if 2 is 
p-regular H I (Zn, D ;~) ~- H°(S,,  (J;~)*). 
(ii) I f  HI(S,,(S;~) *) = H2(S,,(S;~) *) = 0 then Hz(Z , ,D  ~) "~ HI(S.,(S;~)*/D"). In par- 
ticular, if 2 is p-regular and 2 # (2, 1), (22), (n -  3, 2, 1) in characteristic three, then 
Hz(Z , ,D  ~) ~_ HI(Zn,(J; ')*).  
Proofi If2 = (n) then D" ~ S J~ ~ K and we just use Lemma 2.2. Let 2 ¢ (n). Since D" is 
a quotient of S ~' it is a submodule of (S)~) *. Thus we have an exact sequence 
0 --+ H°(Z. ,  D r) ~ H°(S. ,  (S~) *) ~ H°(S.,  (S~)*/D ~') 
+ H ~ (Z. ,  D ") ~ H 1 (z~n, (S~) *) ---* H 1 (Zn, (SJ~)*/D ~) 
--+ H2(Sn ,D  u) ~ H2(Zn,(S~)*). 
From Lemma 2.1, H°(S,,(SX) *) = 0, so since HI(Z,,(S~) *) = 0 we have an isomor- 
phism HI (Z , ,D  ~) ~- H°(S,,(S;)*/D~). To get (i) just notice that, by Theorem 2.4, 
HI(Z, ,  (S~) *) = 0 provided 2 is p-regular. 
Now the equalities H ~ (Z,, (SX) *) = H2(Z., (S)) *) = 0 would give us an isomorphism 
H2(S,,  Dr) ~- H1 (--Y'n, (S)')*/D~) •
But if 2 is p-regular and 2 ~ (2, 1), (2z), (n -  3,2, 1) in characteristic three, then, 
Theorems 2.4 and 4.1 give us HI(Z,,(S;~) *) = H2(~,,(S;~) *) = 0. [] 
We now consider hook partitions. By Peel [11], ifp ~/n, the Specht modules St" -j' 1,) 
(0 < j  < n -  1) are pairwise distinct irreducible modules. We set h,,j = S t"-J'l') for 
p ~/n. If p] n then Peel's result says that there exist pairwise distinct simple modules h,, k 
(0 < k < n -  2) such that the Specht modules S t"-j'l') (0 < j  <_ n -  1) has a sub- 
module h,,j_ ~ and S ~" -j' ~')/h,,j_ 1 "~ h,.j (interpreting h,, _ 1 and h,,,_ 1 as zero). Of 
course, if (n - j ,  1 j) is p-regular then h,,j ~- D ("-j' 1,). 
Proposition 5.2. H 1 (Z., h.,j) = O, except when 
(1) pin, j - -  1; 
(2) p=3,  j=3 .  
In the exceptional cases dim H1 (Z,, h,, j) = 1. 
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Proof. I fp  ~'n then, since hn.j ~- S C"-~' 1~) ~_ (sCn--j, 1i))*, the result comes from Theorem 
2.4. 
Let pin, p >3. By Theorem 2.4, HI(Z,,(scn-J 'V)) *) -- 0. By Proposit ion 5.1 
Hl(Sn, hn,s ) ~_ HO(Zn, hn.s_l ) = {0, j ¢ 1, 
K, j= I .  
Here we have used the isomorphism (S (n-j' v))*/hn,j ~- hn.j_ 1. 
Next, suppose p = 3In. If n = 3 one has ha, o = K, ha, 1 ~- sgn and everything follows 
from Lemma 2.2. l fn  >_ 6 and j 4:3 then, by Theorem 2.4, Hl(~,n,(S (n-j' 1i)) *) --  0; the 
proof  now is the same as for p > 3. 
Finally, if j = 3 we have an exact sequence 
0 --~ hn, 3 -"> (s (n -  3'1~)) * ~ hn, 2 --+0. 
This induces 
H°(S,n, hn,2) ~ HI(Zn, hn,3) --~ HI(Z,n,(S (n-3,1~)) *  ~ HI(Zn, ha,2), 
the first and last members of which vanish. It remains to apply Theorem 2.4. []  
Proposition 5.3. Assume that j ~ 3 if p -- 3In. Then H 2 (z~n, h., i) = 0 except the follow- 
ing cases: 
(1) pin, j = 2; 
(2) p=3,  j=6;  
(3) p=3,3]n , j=4;  
(4) p=3,3Xn,  j--=3; 
(5) n=3,  p=3,  j= l .  
In the exceptional cases dim HZ(~,n, hn,j) = 1. 
Proof. We have to consider several cases. 
(a) p ~'n. Then h,,j ~- S t"-j' l j) ~ (S t"-J' 1,)). and we can apply Theorem 4.1. 
(b) pin, p >3. Here HI(Z,,(S~) *) = H2 (Z,, (S;') *) = 0 for all 2 by Theorems 2.4 and 
4.1. So Proposit ion 5.1 implies 
h,.j) -~ HI(Z, ,  h,u_ 1) = ~0, J 
¢ 2, 
H2(Z,, 
( K , j=2 ,  
in view of Proposit ion 5.2, since (S ~n -j" 11))*/hn. j ~ hn,j- 1. 
(c) p = 3, n = 3. Now h3,o ~ K, h3,1 -- sgn and we are done by Lemma 2.2. 
(d) p = 3In, n >_ 6, j s {0, 1 . . . . .  n - 2}\{3,6}. According to Theorems 2.4 and 4.1, 
in this case one has HI(xn,(SX) *) = H2(Z. (S:~) *) = 0. By Proposit ion 5.1 
0, j # 2,4, 
HZ(Zn'hn'j) ~- Hl(Zn'h"'J-1) = K, j = 2,4. 
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(e) p = 3In, n > 9, j = 6. F rom the sequence 
0 --+hn, 6 --+ (S(n-6'I~)) * --+ h,, s -+0, 
we have 
Hx(Z,,  h,,s) --+ H2(Z,,h,,6) --+ H2(Z, , (S  ~"-6' 1°)) *) --+ H2(Z,,h,,s),  
the first and last members of which vanish by Proposit ion 5.2 and part (d). Now apply 
Theorem 4.1. [] 
The proofs of the next three proposit ions require results from James [-6] about 
decomposit ion matrices for 2-rowed diagrams and results from [9] about the 1- 
cohomology of the corresponding irreducibles. We give a brief reformulation for 
future reference. 
Let a,b ~ 7/+, a - - -U , i=oa ip  i, b = 2~=obip ~their p-adic expansions. Assume that 
a r>0.  Wr i tea  ~pb i f s<randfora l l k<sonehasbk=akor0 .  
(*) [-6, 24.15] The Specht module S {"-m'") is multiplicity-free and all its composi-  
tion factors have the form D ~"-j'j~ for same j < m. Moreover, D ~"-s':) occurs as 
a composit ion factor of S ~"-"'"~ if and only if n - 2)" + 1 ~pm - j .  
(**) [9, 4.7] Let n + 1 = Z~=oa~p ~ be the p-adic expansion with ar >0. Then 
H I (Z , ,D  t"-~'j)) = 0 except the cases j =a ip  ~ where i <r  is such that ai >0. In the 
exceptional cases dim H 1 (Z,, D I"-s's~) = 1. 
Proposition 5.4. Suppose that m <p. Then HZ(z~n, D ~"-"'")) = 0, except the cases: 
(1) p=3,  n=3,  m= 1 and 
(2) p=3,  n=4,  m=2,  
where dim Hz ( v~n, D {"-m'")) = 1. 
Proof. I f  p = 3, D ~2"1) _-sgn3, D ~22) -~ sgn4, and in these cases one can apply 
Lemma 2.2. Otherwise, by Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.1, HI(Z,,(S~'-m'm)) *) = 
H2(~n,(S(n-m'm)) *) = O. Thus, Proposit ion 5.1 implies 
H2(S , ,D  ~ . . . .  )) ~ Ha(X,,( j I , -m,m)).).  
By (*), D ¢"-j'j) is a composit ion factor o f J  ¢'-m'") if and only i fn - 2j + 1 ~pm - j .  
Since m <p then m - j  <p  and the last condition is equivalent o n - 2j + 1 -= m - j  
(mod p), i.e. j --- n + 1 - m (mod p). Define Jo by 
n+l -m=xp+j0 ,  x6Z,  O<_jo<p. 
I f jo  <m then j~n-m,m) = D(,-So,So). I f j o  -> m then j(,-m,,,) = 0. Hence assume J0 <m. 
Define j l  by 
n+l=yp+j l ,  y67/ ,  0_<j l<p.  
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In view of (**) one has Ht(Z , ,D  ("-j'~)) 4 = v for 0 _<j <p implying j = J l .  Finally 
observe that jl CJo (since 0 <m <p). []  
Proposition 5.5. d imH2(S , ,D  I"-p'p)) = 0/ fn  = - 1 (modp) and 
dim HZ(~n, D ~n-p'p)) = 1, 
otherwise. 
Proof. If n = - 1 (modp) the p-adic expansion of n + 1 looks like 
n + 1 = a~p + ... + a~pL According to (**) the inequality d imHa(S , ,D  ~"-~'j)) ¢ 0 
implies j = a~p ~ for i >0  such that a~ >0, in particular, j > p. Hence, in view of (*), 
HI (S , ,D  I"-k'k~) = 0 for any factor D ~"-k'k) of J~"-P'P), and by Proposit ion 5.1 
H2(Sn, D I"-p'vl) ~- HI(S, , ( J ("-P 'P))  *) = O. 
Let n ~ - 1 (modp). Then the p-adic expansion is n + 1 = Za~p ~ with ao >0. We 
want the composit ion factors of J¢"-P'P). By (*), D ~"-j'j) is a such a factor if and only if 
j < p and n + 1 - 2j ~v P - J, i.e. j ~- n + 1 - p (mod p), which in turn is equivalent to 
j = ao. Applying Proposit ion 5.1 yields 
H2(S,n,D(,-p,p)) ~ HI (Xn,D( ,  - . . . . .  )) ~_ K 
by (**). [ ]  
Remark. In general (meaning if m > p), the computat ion of H2(Z, ,  D ( ' - ' '~) )  appears 
to be a complicated task. Below we give a sufficient condition for its vanishing. 
Proposition 5.6. Let  n + l = ao + a lp  + ... + arp r, ar >O, and m = mo + 
mlp + "" + m,p ~ be p-adic expansions. We exclude the cases (p ,n ,m)=(3 ,3 ,  1), 
(3,4,2) (for which see Proposition 5.4). Assume that Hz(,~n,D (n-re'm)) =/= O, Then one of  
the .following two conditions holds: 
(i) There exist integers t,s such that 1 < t <s  < r; at,a~ >0; ai = 0 for  t < i  <s; 
mr = 0; ms = a~ or 1; for  i ,P t,s one has mi = ai or O. 
(ii) Thereex is t in tegerss ,  t, uwi th  1 <_ t <u <s;at ,as  >0;a i  = O for t  <i  <s;mi  = 0 
for  t < i  <u; m,- -  1; for  u <i  <s  one has mi =(p -  1) or 0; ms- -O or as -  1; for  
i e {0, 1, ... ,t - 1}~{s + 1, ... ,r} one has mi = ai or O. 
(iii) There exist integers t,s such that 1 < t <s < r, at, a~ >0, ai = 0 for  t <i  <s, 
mi = a iorO fo r i  c [0, t - 1 ]~[s  + 1,r];mt = a~;mi = Oorp  - 1 fo r i  ~ It + 1,s - 1]; 
ms=Oora~-  1. 
Proof. By Proposit ion 5.1 H2(S, , ,D ~"-m'm)) --/= 0 implies HI(X, , ( J I" -m"~)) *) --/= O, 
which in turn implies that H 1 (£,, D ~"- j'j)) ¢ 0, for some composition factor D ("- j,s~ of 
(j( . . . .  ))*, hence of J (" -~") .  
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From (**), j = atp t for some t <r  with atr >0. Let s be the smallest integer such that 
s >t  and as >0 (which exists since r >t  and ar >0). The p-adic expansion of 
n + 1 - 2j is now 
t -1  . s -1  r . 
a lp  ~ + (p - a t )p '  + Z (P - 1)P i + (as - 1)p  s + ~ a ip  ~. 
i=o  i=t+l  i~s+l  
Since D ("-j'j) is a factor of j(,-,,,m), (.) implies that n + 1 - 2j ~prn - j .  If mt >0 
then the tth component of the p-adic expansion of m - j  = m - atp t cannot equal 
(p - at). Hence m t = 0 or  m t = a t. 
Assuming first that mt= 0, let u be the smallest integer such that u > t and rn, > 0 
(which exists since m >j). The p-adic expansion of m - j  is now 
t -1  . u -1  r 
~, mip ~ + (p -- at)p' + ~ (p -- 1)p i + (m, -- 1)p" + ~ mip i. 
i=0  i=t+l  i=u+l  
The condition that n + 1 - 2j ~vm- J  implies that u _< s. If u = s we obtain 
ms- l=0 or m~- l=a~- l ,  and mi=a~ or 0 for iE{0,1 . . . . .  t -1}w 
{s + 1 . . . .  , r}, giving (i). 
I fu<s  the m,= 1, mi=(p-  1) or 0 for i~{u+ l , . . . , s -  1}, m~=(a~-  1) or 
0 and again m~ = a~ or 0 for i ~ {0, 1, ... ,t - 1}u{s + 1 . . . . .  r}, giving (ii). The case 
where mt = a~ is considered similarly, yielding (iii). [ ]  
Proposition 5.7. Let D be an irreducible Z,-module, with D v~ D ("-2"12) if p[n and 
HI(Sn-2,D+z.  ~) = H'(Z'n-,,D~.s._I) = HI(Sn,D) = H2(S. -  1,D~.z._,) = 0. Then 
H2(S,,  D) = O. 
Proof. From Theorem 3.2, 
dim Hz(Z, ,  D) = dim Homz.(S (" - 2,12), D) + dim Homz. (M ("- 2.2), D) 
- dim Homz, (M ("), D) + dim Homz, (M ("- 1, a), D) 
- dim Homx, (M ("- 2, 12) D). 
The factors of S ("- 2,1:) and D ("- 2,1~)  D(,-  1,1} (the latter for p [ n), and the factors of M ~' 
are some D" with v Dp  so we only have four cases to consider: D = D ("), 
D(, - 1,1), D(, - 2,2), D(, - 2,15). The first is taken care of by Lemma 2.2. In the next two 
cases H2(Z . ,D)= 0 except for p = 3 and 2 = (2,1), (22), by Proposit ion 5.4. But 
Hi(Z3, S(2,1)),) = Hi(Z3,  sgn) ~ 0 by Lemma 2.2. (so the assumptions of Proposit ion 
5,7 fail to hold). For the final case, H2(X,, D ("- 2,12)) = 0 ifp yn, by Theorem 4.1, since 
D(n-2 ,12)  ~_ s (n -2 ,1z ) .  [ ]  
Remarks. (1) For Pin, n >3, the irreducible module O (n-2'12) does provide the 
exception to Proposit ion 5.7 (cf. Proposit ion 5.3). 
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(2) It follows from Proposit ion 5.1 that if 2 is p-regular and the trivial module D I"~ 
does not occur as a composit ion factor of S;, then H 1 (X,, D ;~) = 0. Thus, using known 
decomposit ion matrices for small n, one can obtain results about the vanishing of 
HI(Z.,D~). 
6. A remark on higher degree cohomologies 
For semisimple algebraic groups dual Weyl modules are acyclic so the following 
question seems natural. For which i does the group HI(X,,(S:~) *) vanish'? Our final 
result gives an indirect answer to this question. 
Proposition 6.1. Fix p and let i ~ N. The following are equivalent. 
(i) Hl(ff, n,(S;) *) = HZ(ff, n,(S;) *) . . . . .  Hi(Zn,(S;') *) = 0 for an3' n and 2. 
(ii) HI(A, ,  ~p) = HZ(A,, [I-v) . . . . .  Hi(A,, ~-p) = 0 for any n. 
Proof. Note that  (1a,)] "z" ~ K O sgn. So if H~(A,, g:p) ¢ 0 for some j with 1 < j _< i 
then by Shapiro's Lemma 
HJ(X,, K ® sgn) ~ HJ(X,, K) ® H/(X., sgn) ¢ 0. 
But K ~ (S~")) * and sgn _~ (Sit"l) *. 
In the other direction, if (ii) holds the same arguments how that HJ(X,, sgn) = 0 for 
any n > 1 and any j with 1 _<j _< i. The proof of the equalities HJ(X,,(S~) *) = 0 is now 
completely analogous to that of Theorem 2.4 (p >3) and Lemma 4.2, using the 
embedding (S:)* c__. M ~: ® sgn. [] 
We end with a conjecture. 
Conjecture 6.2. For fixed i there exists some Po such that for p > Po 
Hi(X,,(S;) *) = 0 .[or all n and 2. 
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